Evaluating the fall risk among elderly population by choice step reaction test

Abstract: Falls during daily activities are often associated with injuries and physical disabilities, thereby affecting quality of life among elder adults. Balance control, which is crucial in avoiding falls, is composed of two elements: muscle strength and central nervous system (CNS) control. A number of studies have reported that reduced muscle strength raises the risk of falling. However, to date there has been only limited research focused on the relationship between fall risk and the CNS. This study aimed to investigate the relationship between CNS and risk of falling among the elderly. A total of 140 elderly people (92 females and 48 males) were divided into faller and nonfaller groups based on questionnaire responses concerning falls in their daily life. Participants undertook a choice step reaction test in which they were required to respond to random visual stimuli using foot movements as fast as possible in the left or right directions. Response time was quantified as premotor time (PMT) and motor time (MT). In addition, the participants’ electromyography data were recorded during the choice step reaction test. A maximal isokinetic torque test was also performed. PMT was greater in the fallers than in the nonfallers group. There was a significant difference between fall status and direction on PMT. PMT of the left limb in nonfallers was faster than the right, but in fallers there was no difference between left and right limbs. A similar phenomenon was also observed for MT. There were significant differences between fallers and nonfallers in maximum isokinetic torque at knee and ankle joints. The correct rate of PMT was higher than other variables, such as MT and maximal isokinetic torque, in evaluating elderly fall risk by using logistic regression analyses. The results suggest that PMT in the choice step reaction test could be a useful parameter to assess risk of fall among elder adults. In addition, decreased maximal isokinetic torque was related to greater PMT and disappearance of asymmetry in older adults who were at higher risk of fall, especially in the lower limb.
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Introduction

Falls during daily activities can lead to injuries and physical disabilities among older adults, thereby affecting their quality of life. Since the 1990s, falls in older adults have been a major health concern in Asian countries. The consequences of falls are known to contribute substantially to the prevalence of many health problems and increased health care cost. Prevention of falls is, therefore, of great public health concern, and it is important for fall prevention to address people at risk.

Age-related changes in the musculoskeletal system and central nervous system (CNS), which are believed to be associated with fall risk, have been widely investigated. Reduced muscle strength has been found to be one of the most important risk factors for falls. In literature, researchers have reported relationships demonstrating the contribution of lower limb muscle strength, such as leg press push-off strength, to fall incidences. For example, Berg et al found the maximal isokinetic...
torque of the lower limb accounted for up to 60% of falls in older adults when stepping over an obstacle, suggesting that age-related impairment in the musculoskeletal system could lead to an increased risk of falling. Therefore, lower limb muscle strength may be a sensitive index to evaluate fall risk among older adults.

However, as a failure in postural control, falls are associated with not only muscle strength, but also central neural control processes. Choice step reaction time (CSRT) is the reaction time (RT) for a task in which a subject has to make one or two or more choices and make a physical response. It is one of the important neural control variables and involves complicated motor responses such as extending and flexing the hip, knee, and ankle. Typically, CSRT requires participants to respond to an unpredictable stimulus as fast as possible by stepping on a designated spot according to the stimulus location. Therefore, CSRT reflects response speed and quality of motor behavior, which means CSRT is a synthesized index that can be used to evaluate a participant’s function of neural control process.

As the function of the central neural system declines with age, CNS function is generally more of an issue with older adults than with the young. Previous studies have investigated the determinants of CSRT in evaluating fall risks among the elderly. They found that elderly participants who were in the high fall risk group had longer CSRT than those in the low fall risk group, and the longer CSRT was associated with increases in both initiation and weight transfer times. In another study, Lord and Fitzpatrick found that impaired quadriceps strength was one of the best predictors for increased CSRTs, and participants with a history of falls had significantly greater CSRTs compared with nonfallers. The authors concluded that increased CSRT was significantly associated with the risk of falls.

CSRT consists of two parts for two different motor control processes: pre-motor time (PMT) for visual-motor process, and motor time (MT) for peripheral motor processes. In executing a response to the presence of unpredictable stimuli, PMT reflects the process of perception and decision making, while MT describes the function of musculoskeletal system in response to an unpredictable stimulus. Understanding PMT and MT would enhance our understanding of motor controls lower extremity movements. A previous study suggests that MT reflects the ability to execute movement. However, our previous study indicates that PMT may play a more important role than MT in movement execution. The results of our previous study showed that there was no significant difference between athletes and nonathlete university students in MT, but there was a significant difference in PMT. We also observed a high correlation between PMT and RT (ranging from 0.87 to 0.91), but not between MT and RT (ranging from 0.13 to 0.34). These findings suggest that PMT may be more important than MT in response to unpredictable stimuli.

Our recent review of literature found obvious limitations in studies on evaluating risk of falls among older adults indicating the need of studies on PMT and MT of individuals at risk of falls. Most of studies on the risk factors of falls were focused on the relationship between fall risks and muscle strength. Although some studies investigated the relationship between CSRT and risk of falls for old adults, the relationships of PMT and MT with the risk of falls have not been studied. As previous studies indicated, PMT is determined not only by the function of the central nervous system, but also by muscle strength. PMT, therefore, may be more closely related to fall risks among older adults than the CSRT and MT, and may provide more information related to the risk of falls of old adults.

Therefore, the purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between PMT and MT in CSRT, maximal isokinetic torque of the lower limb, and risk of falls among elderly. We hypothesized that PMT, MT, and maximal isokinetic strengths of knee and ankle joints were significantly different between fallers and non-fallers. We also hypothesized that PMT and MT were significantly affected by the movement directions. We further hypothesized that fallers would be predicted by PMT and MT.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Initially, a total of 406 older adults between 55 and 75 years of age, living in the Guohe community, Shanghai, People’s Republic of China, were contacted for eligibility screening by flyers posted in local community centers and hospitals. All the potential participants received a comprehensive explanation of the proposed study, its benefits, potential risks, and expected time commitment for participation. The participants were recruited if their scores on the activities of daily living were moderate and dependent. The participants were excluded if they reported any of the following conditions: neurological diseases that impair mobility, dementia, visual deficits, and cardiovascular disease symptomatic during moderate exercise, poorly controlled hypertension, and use of specific medications known to impair balance. A total of 140 healthy older adults (92 females and 48 males) met the criteria and completed the measurements. A flowchart detailing the recruitment process is shown in Figure 1, and basic information of sample is listed.
in Table 1. According to the participants’ responses to the fall questionnaire, we divided them into faller group (n=56, age =69.8±5.39 years, height =159.75±7.56 cm, weight =60.98±9.48 kg) and nonfaller group (n=84, age =70.2±4.68 years, height =158.68±6.89 cm, weight =61.28±8.68 kg). A participant was categorized as a faller if he or she experienced a fall within the 3-month period after the tests, with a fall being defined as an unexpected event in which the participant comes to rest on the ground, floor, or lower level due to any causes, according to the Prevention of Falls Network Europe. All participants were right-foot dominant. All participants were followed up successfully after 3 months. This study was approved by the Human Ethics Committee of Shanghai University of Sport. All participants provided a written consent prior to the study.

**Protocol**
All the tests were completed in Shanghai University of Sport, Sports Performance Research Centre (Shanghai, People’s
The participants could not predict the direction or time of appearance of the signal. Before testing, the participants had one training session of three trials on each of the two directions. The test itself consisted of two blocks of 25 trials for a total of 50 response trials. There was a 2-minute rest between two blocks. The test was performed separately for the right and left legs.

During each CSRT, the participant’s lower limb muscle electromyography (EMG) data (1,000 Hz) were recorded via a 16-channel analog systems (Biovision, Heidelberg, Germany). More specifically, Ag/AgCl bipolar surface EMG electrodes (1.1 cm diameter and 3.5 cm interelectrode distance) were placed over the muscle bellies and aligned with the muscle fibers according to the published guidelines to collect EMG data for the following four muscles: tibialis anterior (TA) and gastrocnemius medial (GM) of right and left limbs.

Maximal isokinetics torque test

Maximal isokinetic torque was assessed with a Con-trex isokinetic dynamometer (Con-trex Corporation, Zurich, Switzerland). Tests were conducted to assess the maximal isokinetic torque of the right knee and ankle extensors and flexors separately at angular velocities of 60°/s. The maximal isokinetic torque was determined in one set of five maximal repetitions, and the highest peak torque was used in the data analysis. There was a 5-minute rest after each maximal isokinetic torque test to avoid possible fatigue effects. In addition, the participants were encouraged verbally to exert as much force as possible.

Data reduction

Raw EMG data were filtered through a band-pass digital filter at a high-pass cutoff frequency of 10 Hz and a low-pass cutoff frequency of 400 Hz, full-wave rectified, and then smoothed with a second order recursive Butterworth low-pass digital filter at 6 Hz to obtain linear envelop EMG. All EMG data processing were performed using an EMG-specific Wavelet Analysis computer program package (DASYLab, National Instruments, USA). CSRT was calculated as the time when
the foot step on the target minus the time of the presentation of the stimulus. The onset time of each muscle was identified from linear envelop EMG. The onset time of a muscle was defined as the beginning time of the first burst of linear envelop EMG greater than three standard deviations above baseline envelop EMG for more than 25 ms.24 PMT was calculated as earliest muscle onset time minus the onset time of the stimulus. MT was calculated as CSRT minus PMT. A trial with a PMT shorter than 100 ms was considered as an anticipated response and excluded from data analysis.25,26 Trials in which responses made in an incorrect direction were also excluded. The estimated maximum overt error rate was 6%.28 The six trials with the shortest CSRTs in left and right directions were identified for each participant and included in statistical analysis.

Peak isokinetic torque in each isokinetic strength testing trial was identified. The maximum of the five peak isokinetic torques in each joint movement direction was used to represent the maximal isokinetic strength of the given joint of the participant in the given joint movement direction.

Data analyses
Descriptive statistical analysis was conducted for all variables whenever appropriate (eg, mean values, standard deviations, frequencies). A two-factor mixed model repeated measures Multivariate analysis of variance was used to examine the association of fall status (nonfallers and fallers) and directions (left and right) with PMT and MT. The maximal isokinetic torque was analyzed by an independent samples t-test to examine the difference between nonfallers and fallers. A Type I error rate less than or equal to 0.05 was chosen as the overall Type I error rate.

The probability of falls was predicted as functions of PMT, MT, and maximal isometric torques of knee and ankle joints, respectively, through logistic regression analyses. Receiver operating curve analysis was performed for each regression analysis to determine the cutoff magnitude of the given predictor for falls as a definition of fallers. The percentage of correct prediction of each definition of falls was calculated, and used as the sensitivity measure of the predictor. All data analyses were performed using the SPSS statistical package, version 20.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA).

Results
Choice reaction tests
Table 2 details PMT and MT by fall status and direction. PMT of lower limbs was significantly greater in fallers than in nonfallers (456.08±52.44 vs 387.72±52.44 milliseconds respectively, $F_{1,138}=229.98$, $P<0.001$). PMT was associated with left and right side (405.55±52.54 vs 424.58±51.89 milliseconds respectively, $F_{1,138}=10.608$, $P<0.001$). We also observed a significant interaction between fall status and direction on PMT ($F_{1,138}=4.52$, $P=0.035$). PMT of the left limb in nonfallers was faster than the right (PMT = 373.82±38.34 vs 401.62±52.44 milliseconds, respectively), but in fallers there was no difference between left and right (453.15±30.21 vs 459.00±25.37 milliseconds).

There was a significant group difference in MT ($F_{1,138}=342.26$, $P<0.001$) between fallers and nonfallers, with the nonfaller group (731.01±44.86 milliseconds) being faster than the faller group (807.21±36.02 milliseconds). There was also a significant laterality difference in MT ($F_{1,138}=50.510$, $P<0.001$), and the left sides (742.99±60.23 milliseconds) being faster than right sides (780.01±44.079 milliseconds) when responding to a stimulus signal light. We also observed a significant interaction between fall status and directions ($F_{1,138}=16.64$, $P<0.001$) on MT. There was no difference in fallers’ MT between left and right sides (800.14±39.88 vs 814.29±30.42 milliseconds, $P=0.037$), but in nonfallers, the left side (704.88±36.72 milliseconds) was faster than the right side (757.14±36.31 milliseconds).

Maximum isokinetic torque
Table 3 lists the maximal isokinetic torque of knee and ankle joint. Maximum isokinetic torque of the knee flexor was

---

Table 2: PMT and MT on left and right directions between fallers and nonfallers group (mean ± standard deviation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Left</th>
<th>Right</th>
<th>Group direction*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nonfallers</td>
<td>Fallers</td>
<td>Nonfallers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMT (ms)</td>
<td>373.82±38.34***</td>
<td>453.15±30.21</td>
<td>401.62±52.44***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT (ms)</td>
<td>704.88±36.72***</td>
<td>800.14±39.88</td>
<td>757.14±36.31*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: There were 56 participants in the fallers group and 84 participants in fallers group. $\alpha$ was set at 0.05. ***$P<0.01$; **$P<0.05$. In a two-factor mixed model repeated measures MANOVA for group $\times$ direction interaction, $\alpha$ was set at 0.05.

Abbreviations: PMT, premotor time; MT, motor time; MANOVA, Multivariate analysis of variance.
Table 3 Maximal isokinetic torque of knee and ankle between fallers and nonfallers group (mean ± standard deviation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Fallers (N=56)</th>
<th>Nonfallers (N=84)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Knee flexor (Nm)</td>
<td>30.3±7.60</td>
<td>40.9±8.44</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee extensor (Nm)</td>
<td>53.20±10.85</td>
<td>67.98±17.68</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankle dorsiflexor (Nm)</td>
<td>34.27±7.17</td>
<td>40.81±6.96</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankle plantar flexor (Nm)</td>
<td>56.39±11.83</td>
<td>65.51±12.15</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The PMT of the nonfallers was faster than the fallers (PMT = 387.72±47.87 vs 456.07±27.92 milliseconds, respectively). In a previous study, Lord and Fitzpatrick\(^{25}\) used CSRT measurements to estimate risk of falls. They found that the CSRT in older adults was greater than that in young people, and this phenomenon was due to the fact that muscle strength declined significantly in older adults. To our knowledge, no studies have explored whether PMT is sensitive in evaluating falling risk. In this study, we divided CSRT into PMT and MT and compared them between faller and nonfaller groups. The results of our study provided strong evidence that high PMT in older adults is associated with higher risk of falling. Prevention of falls depends upon the timely initiation of an appropriate postural response\(^7\) and, although situations jeopardizing balance occur in all age groups, postural adjustments in older adults are characterized by the absence of speed and adroitness that is necessary to ensure the recovery of stability.\(^{29,39}\) PMT can be considered as a variable that reflects older adults’ neuropsychological, sensorimotor, and balance ability in the initiation of fast and appropriate step responses. Consequently, PMT plays an important role in evaluating older adults’ fall risk.

The fallers had greater MT than nonfallers (807.21±36.01 vs 731.01±36.31 milliseconds, respectively). A previous study\(^{38}\) concluded that older adults whose lower muscle strength was weak were at high risk of falling. The finding that fallers also have greater MT, after controlling for lower limb maximal isokinetic torque, suggests an additional explanation for the higher falling risk in fallers group.

The results of the maximal isokinetic torque measurements at knee and ankle showed that nonfallers had significantly greater maximal isokinetic torque than fallers. Previous studies have found that the decline in the speed of motor organization and action planning had a high correlation with the decrease in muscle strength.\(^7\) A decline in maximal isokinetic torque will increase motor organization

Table 4 Associations of PMT, MT, and isokinetic strength with fall status

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Predict value</th>
<th>Predict accuracy (%)</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>OR (95% CI)</th>
<th>P-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PMT (ms)</td>
<td>425.22</td>
<td>92.1</td>
<td>40.66</td>
<td>1.227 (1.062–1.389)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MT (ms)</td>
<td>764.88</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>44.38</td>
<td>1.058 (1.038–1.074)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee flexor (Nm)</td>
<td>32.46</td>
<td>82.1</td>
<td>7.60</td>
<td>0.679 (0.592–0.778)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee extensor (Nm)</td>
<td>55.01</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>12.45</td>
<td>0.863 (0.822–0.907)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankle dorsiflexor (Nm)</td>
<td>34.76</td>
<td>80.0</td>
<td>7.17</td>
<td>0.711 (0.633–0.801)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ankle plantar flexor (Nm)</td>
<td>55.75</td>
<td>75.7</td>
<td>9.75</td>
<td>0.857 (0.810–0.906)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; MT, motor time; PMT, premotor time; SD, standard deviation; OR, odd ratio.
and action planning time, slowing dynamic postural adjustments and the attainment of balance.\textsuperscript{7,11,19} Friedman et al\textsuperscript{40} suggested that the decline in physical fitness makes older adults more prone to falling. During movements, their fear of falling decreases movement speed. Moreover, once fear develops, it is likely to persist and be self-reinforcing. In this study, older adults’ longer PMT may be associated with their diminished motor ability, because impaired motor ability increased subjects’ fear of falling and consequently prolonged motor organization and action planning.\textsuperscript{28} The meta-analysis conducted by Moreland et al\textsuperscript{19} revealed that decreased muscle strength was an important factor in falling, but did not identify the mechanism for the effect. The results of our study are consistent with the findings from previous research.

PMT was identified as a significant predictor of falls and was a more sensitive predictor than MT or maximal isokinetic torque. PMT and MT were positively correlated with fall status, whereas the maximal isokinetic torque of knee and ankle joint were negatively correlated with fall status. PMT had the highest correct prediction rate for falls (92.1%), suggesting that PMT may be a more sensitive predictor than MT or maximal isokinetic torque. When older adults fail to control their posture and want to recover their balance, our results suggest that PMT, reflecting the decision and planning process, is a critical factor, but that MT, including both initiation and weight transfer times, is also an important factor. Complicated motor responses, such as extending and flexing the hip, knee, and ankle, are also involved in this process.\textsuperscript{21,22} This is why the predictive accuracy of maximal isokinetic torque of knee and ankle joints is similar to MT. PMT is more sensitive to predict fall risks because it represents individuals’ action planning ability,\textsuperscript{22,23} which, in turn, depends upon both CNS ability and muscle strength.\textsuperscript{7} In summary, PMT is a more comprehensive indicator and this explains why it gives the highest correct prediction rate for falls.

There were significant differences between the left and right sides in nonfallers’ PMT and MT (\(P<0.001\)), with PMT of the left limb being faster than the right (PMT = 373.82±38.34 vs 401.62±52.44 milliseconds, respectively). However, a similar phenomenon was not observed in the fallers group’s PMT. During CSRT, individuals (right footed) tend to react faster using the left foot than right foot is a normal phenomenon. This phenomenon is named by asymmetry.\textsuperscript{33} The disappearance of the lateralization effect in the PMT and MT in fallers may be associated with decreased muscle strength and prolonged motor organization. Impairment of the musculoskeletal system can cause the disappearance of asymmetry and increase in risk of falling in older adult participants. Additionally, fallers’ PMT in choice RT in the lower limb that was greater than nonfallers’ was associated with a decline in fallers’ muscle strength; the latter, we argue, tends to prolong motor organization and action planning. The longer PMT in the fallers may be related to deterioration in their action planning ability.

The main limitation of this study is that it is an observational study and so causal relationship cannot be concluded. Interventions, such as strength exercise or Tai Chi, are needed in future study to explore the effect of increasing maximal isokinetic torque on fall risks. In addition, the test was performed in a lab setting in this study without simulating the situation of falling to evaluate the ability to recover from losing stability of older adults.\textsuperscript{29,37} In addition, cognitive function was not measured in this study. A previous study has found the impairment of musculoskeletal system to be associated with the decline in cognitive function,\textsuperscript{7} but there are very few studies investigating the relationship between function of center nervous system and fall risk of older adults. Future studies with large sample size and including participants with different level fall risk are also needed to investigate the effect in sex or ages.

Conclusion
In conclusion, PMT in choice RT in lower limb could be a useful parameter to assess risk of fall among older adults. In addition, decreased maximal isokinetic torque was related to greater PMT and disappearance of asymmetry in older adults who were at higher risk of fall, especially in the lower limb.
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